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CHAPTER I
The Project and Definitions of Terms Used

Background of Project
As one of its many degree and certificate programs,
Highline Community College, Des Moines, Washington, offers
tuition-free Adult High School Completion.

This program

is designed primaiily '' . . . for adult students whose high
school education was interrupted and who wish to finish
their requirements and obtain a regular high school diploma. 111
With a minimum age of nineteen years, students who are admitted to the program have the opportunity to earn a high
school diploma which is officially ·recognized by the State
of Washington.

The nineteen high school credits required as

a minimum by the state, and by Highline Community College, include:
4 credits
2 credits
2 credits

1 credit
1 credit
1/2 credit
1 credit

English
Mathematics
Science (1 credit must be lab science)
U.S. History
Contemporary World History
Washington State Histo 2y
Occupational Education

Classes meeting these requirements are all offered on the
Highline Community College campus on a regular basis.
1Highline Community College, brochure, Adult High School
Completion, 1988.
2

Ibid.

1

2
In the 1988-89 school year, Highline Community College
formally enrolled approximately 200 students in Adult High
School Completion.

Many of these students were able to bring

into the program credits previously earned through accredited
high schools within as well as outside the state.
It should be noted that one of the requirements for
graduation is one semester (1/2 high school credit) of
Washington State History.

Students in Highline's Adult High

School Completion program who have already successfully passed
a course in Washington State History are not required to repeat the experience; many students, however, have either not
taken Washington State History, or have not earned 1/2 credit
in the subject.

These students can select one of two Highline

College offerings to meet this requirement:
Some students, with counselor recommendation based on
3
test scores and/or successful completion of other collegelevel classes, elect to meet their Washington State History
requirement by enrolling in History 210, Pacific Northwest
History.

This is a 5 college credit (1 high school credit)

college sophomore level course, and is an excellent cho~ae
for students who have college level skills, because High
School Completion students who successfully pass it earn
high school as well as college credit.

3

Highline Community College uses the ASSET placement
program for assessment of entry-level skills. The Washington
Pre-College Test is also sometimes used.

3

For some students, however, History 210 is not a
realistic option.

Based upon test scores and transcript

records, Highline's counselors often recommend that students
meet their Washington State History requirement by enrolling
in H.S. 016, Washington State History for High School Completion.

This is a 3 credit ( 1/2+ high school credit)

high school level class that meets the state requirement for
Washington State History, but does not carry college credit.
H.S. 016 is described in the Highline Community College
1988 - 90 Catalog as follows:
Prerequisite: 8th grade reading level.
Study of Washington, its people, geography,
government, and history; goal is to provide
students with information/instruction equivalent to high school graduation requirement. 4
H.S. 016 is offered fall, winter, and spring quarters,
but since fewer than twelve students normally enroll in the
class each quarter, it is not offered in a self-contained,
instructor-led classroom.

Instead, H.S. 016 is taught in

High School Completion Lab where one instructor, sometimes
with the assistance of an aide (depending on enrollment)
directs students in the independent study of Washington
State History.

Other students in High School Completion Lab,

and under the guidance of the same instructor, may be studying Social Studies (H.S. 012), General Science (H.S. 013),
or Literature (H.S. 014).
411 High School Completion," 1988 - 90 Catalog, Highline
Community College (Des Moines, Wa.:Highline Colfege), 45.

4

One characteristic of the High School Completion Lab
setting is that it allows students to work at thtlir own pace
on a prescribed curriculum, and to receive one-on-one instruction when necessary.

Another characteristic of tbe system,

however, is that it offers no opportunity for students to
receive teacher-led group instruction, as the Lab instructor
is responsible for four very diverse subject areas simultaneously.

Purpose of Project
The High School Completion Lab setting for Washington
State History students, whose pre-project assignment for
two hours a day, three days a week, involved reading the
selected text, Northwest Heritage by William Scofield, and
answering Chapter Questions, met state requirements but
seemed unnecessarily sterile.

It was hoped that the pro-

duction of videotaped lessons which could be presented either
to groups of H.S. 016 students or to individuals would, if
well-made, provide the class with an enriched perspective
of Washington State History.

Procedure of Project
Four instructional videotapes under the comprehensive
title and theme Washington State History:
were produced.

The Early Years

Each videotape focuses on a different era of

Washington State History between the years 1577 and the ' l~te
1800's.

Individual videotape titles include:

5

"Discovery by Sea"
"Discovery by Land"
"The Missionaries"
"Indian Treaties/Indian Wars"
Each videotape is between twenty and thirty minutes in
length, and begins with a studio-filmed sequence presenting
the topic described in the title .•

The middle portion of

each tape, filmed "on location" at various historical sites
in the state of Washington, piques student interest in the
lesson and provides geographical perspective; the final segment of each tape reviews the lesson.

Definition of Terms
Adult High School Completion Student:

Person nine-

teen years of age or older who is formally enrolled in
Highline Community College's Adult High School Completion
Program.
High School Completion Lab:

Class in which students

work independently to achieve high school competency in
one or more of several areas of study.

Students follow

prescribed curriculum, but work at their own pace under the
guidance of an instructor.
High School Credit:

1 high school credit is the equi-

valent of one year of high school study in a subject.
high school credit is the equivalent of one semester of
high school study.

1/2

6

College Credit:

5 college quarter hour credits are equal

to 1 high school credit.

Organization of Remainder of Project Report
The remainder of this project
ized into four chapters.

report will be ovgan-

A review of pert~nent literature

will be presented in Chapter 2.

The procedure of the project

will be discussed in Chapter 3.

Chapter 4 includej · Q written

synopsis of each videotaped lesson, and Chapter 5 will include a summary, findings, and recommendations.

CHAPTER 2
Review of the Literature

From Instructional Television to Instructional Video
The use of instructional video in the classroom is a
relatively recent phenomenon.

The Readers Guide to Periodical

Literature, for example, contains no references to Videotapes in Education before the year 1972, and very few
references between 1972 and 1978.

It has been since that

time that VCR's and videotaped materials have become a part
of the technology available to teachers.

A review of the

literature on instructional video is, therefore, limited to
the years since 1972.
A precursor to VCR's and instructional video, however,
is instructional television, and television in the classroom
as well as at home is an established fact of life.

A 1985

study by John Merrow entitled "Children and Television:
Natural Partners'' published in Phi Delta Kappan reports that
children between the ages of six and eleven watch, on the
average, twenty-seven hours of television per week.

That

would amount to almost two months out of every year! 1
Given the enormous popularity of television, Joan Ganz
Cooney, head of the Children's Television Workshop, and
1
John Merrow, "Children and Television:
Phi Delta Kappan 67, no. 3 (Nov. 1985): 212.
7

Natural Partners,"

8

creator of Sesame Street, in an interview with Michael Kramer
of U.S. News and World Report, maintains that televised lessons
can be of enormous and significant help to education.

She asks

us to think of the diverse possibilities -- from the presentation of weather phenomena, to math lessons, to panel discussion
of teen pregnancy, all on video

the potential is great.

warns, however, that "'The bias against TV is staggering.

She
Par-

ents and teachers are so convinced TV is a destructive force
they won't even think about how to use it constructively. 1112
She acknowledges that "'TV is a thief of time . . . not only
kids but all of us

are getting more and more of our informa-

tion from TV. ' 113
Cooney's premise is that since we are not likely to change
our national viewing habits, we certainly should focus some
attention

and money on providing for quality instructional

television which should include widespread classroom use of
VCR's and educational videotape. 4
Another part of the bias against instructional television,
VCR's, and videotapes may

have its origins in the fear of

many educators to experiment with the necessary technological
equipment.

In 1972, Billy Rojas wrote the following about the

teaching of history:

2
Michael Kramer, "A Presidential Message From Big Bird,"
U.S. News and World Report 104, no. 23 (13 June 1988): 19.
3

4

rbid.
Ibid.

9

Not only are historians ignorant of the supermarket
full of available educational devices but they are
afraid to try anything new. Many teaching techniques
are available even to the historian wh0 is paranoid
about hardware. These methods . . . only require a
willingness to experiment. That, regrettably, is
still too 5high a price to pay for conservative history
teachers.
In 1972 Rojas could not have known how accurately he was
predicting the reluctance of educators to avail themselves
of the full potential of instructional television, and later,
instructional video.
the Inner Tube:

Don Kaplan, in his article "Through

Video as a Basic Teaching Resource," chal-

lenges:
Teachers, perhaps afraid of being replaced by the
technology, are not familiar with the ways in which
video uses current materials, generates new curricula,
reduces preparation time, and rees teachers to give
students individual attention.

6

If educators can put aside any biases they may have against
incorporating instructional television and video into their
classrooms, and look at the possibilities this technology

offers, they may be surprised at its potential~

What Instructional Video Can Do
Milton Chen and William Marsh, in their 1989 article
in Education Week entitled "Myths about Instructional Television:

A Riposte," describe the use of a VCR in a classroom,

5 Billy Rojas, "The End of History," The Social Studies
63 (March 1972): 121.
6

Don Kaplan, "Through the Inner Tube: Video as a Basic
Teaching Resource," Design for Arts in Education 83, no. 3
(Jan./Feb. 1982): 41.

10
and what they term "actively viewed v~deo":
The teacher remains at the front of the cla ss near
the VCR or strolls the aisles with a remot e control.
Frequently interrupting the program, the te arJ·1e1::
uses the video to manage classroom interactions 5
calling out questions, checking students' understanding, and engaging them in dialogue with teacher
and classmates. The VCR thus enables the teacher to
use video materials selectively and bring the think- 7
ing processes of students into the viewing experience.
Don Kaplan lists some advantages to the flexibility and
adaptability of a classroom video system.

It can:

-reinforce concepts already being taught;
-stimulate interest in new concepts;
-encourage experimentation, divergent learning~ and,/
abstraction;
-enable students to recognize alternatives and choose
among them;
-develop observation skills in analyzing aural, visual
and kinetic images;
-help discriminate fact from opinion;
-encourage investigation and full potential of ideas;
-promote interaction with fellow students and adults;
-heighten awareness of the effects of the
One arena in which the potential of videotapes :Ls beginning to be realized is in the development of telecommuni ca tions
courses by institutions of higher learning.

Coll eges and

universities are finding that by making courses avai lable
7
Milton Chen and William Marsh, "Myths About Instructional
Television: A Riposte," Education Week, 24 May 1989: 32.
8

Kaplan, "Through the Inner Tube," 41.

11

through telecommunications with the use of video cassettes,
they can reach far greater numbers of students as those
students discover that some of their courses are available
on videotape.

Those videotapes can be viewed at student

convenience; they can be started, stopped, and rewound to
a particular place very easily, and they are exceptionally
portable.

Philip C. English, in "Back to School with Distance

Learning," says "Look for more college credit courses to be
offered • . . as audio combined with print or video.

It is

efficient and effective. 119
Ron Brey echoes these sentiments in an article in
Community, Technical, and Junior College Journal:
From course offerings in telecommunications to live
televised instruction to interactive videodisc systems,
developments in telecommunications are expanding educational opportunities for students and making it
possible for community colleges to reach diverse si8dent populations in innovative and effective ways.
But how well do videotaped lessons work?
in 'Myths about Instructional Television:

Chen and Marsh~

A Riposte," report:

A study published in Science magazine • . . found that
small groups of students who viewed tapes of lectures,
pausing frequently to review important parts !ith a tut££,
outperformed students who heard the lectures 1n person.
9 Philip C. English, "Back to School With Distance Learning,"
Communit
Technical, and Junior Colle e Journal 59, no. 1
Aug. & Sept.
lORon Brey, "Expanding the Classroom Through Technology:
Meeting the Mission of Community Colleges," Communi t~A ' ,Technical,
and Junior College Journal 58, no. 4 (Feb. & March 1 8): 29.
11

Chen and Marsh, 32.

12
Cost of Instructional Video
How much would it cost to put television monitors and
VCR's in the hands of the nation's educators?

Chen and Marsh

suggest that for a national investment of $230 million, or
less than the cost of a single B-1 bomber, enough additional
video equipment could be purchased to provide a VCR and a
television monitor for every three teachers in the country. 12
Joan Ganz Cooney says that for $100 million, or less than
half the cost of a B-1 bomber, every k - 6 classroom in the
United States could have a VCR. 13
John H. Sununu, Governor of New Hampshire and Chairman of
the National Governor's Association Task Force on Technology,
reports in Phi Delta Kappan that the technology mankind has
created should be used to help the nation's schools.

He main-

tains this should include the increased use of satellite teldvision and videocassettes. Suggests Sununu, "Each state should
recognize its own creative technology-using educators" as an
incentive to all to take advantage of technological advances.

14

In addition, the importance of continued technological advance
in the nation's schools mandates a far greater financial commitment by all the states to that end.

The costs of providing

12 Ibid., 25.
13 Kramer, 19.
14 John H. Sununu, "Will Technologies Make Learning and
Teaching Easier?'' Phi Delta Kappan 61, no. 4 (Nov. 1986): 222.

13

r ·,)

our nation's schools with video equipment are not only manageable, then, they are recommended by the National Governor's
Association Task Force on Technology. 15

Production of Instructional Video
It is one thing to provide the nation's classrooms with
equipment such as VCR's and television monitors designed to
take advantage of available telecourses and videotaped lessons.
It is quite another to make available to the nation's educators
the equipment and the skills necessary to produce videotaped
material.

Yet John Merrow, in "Children and Television:

Natural

Partners," contends that the cost of production, taping, and
editing equipment is far from staggering.

He says that a good

camera, tripod, and power source can be purchased for about
$1,000.00 wholesale.
would

Two portable video-cassette recorders

be approximately $1,600.00, and one video-editing unit

should cost approximately $150.00, all by 1985 prices, and
prices are falling. 16 After this initial outlay of capital,
the possibilities for use of

the equipment are endless in that

both students and teachers can produce videotape. Children,
Merrow says, love to be involved in the process. 17
15 Ibid.
16 Merrow, 213.
17 Ibid., 212.

14
That is exactly what happened in New Mexico in 1984.
Some 500 members of the Santo Domingo Indian tribe attend
the Santo Domingo school.

Since they have little interaction

with non-Indians, in 1984 the school received a grant to improve communication

among pupils and with the outside.

This included the purchase of video equipment, then student
as well as teacher production of videotapes:
Enthusiasm for learning through the use of videotapes
grew out of a school-wide effort to improve communication. The School Improvement Through Communication
Program has sparked the interest of the school population in trying new idefg and in exploring new ways of
learning and teaching.
Don Kaplan, in "Producing Instructional Video," suggests
five distinct advantages to the production of instructional
video at the classroom level.
demonstrations only once.

First, teachers need set up

They can play the tapes of those

demonstrations back many times while giving students individual attention; second, video is capable of showing action
from a variety of viewpoints; third, video has the advantage
of flexibility, accessibility, and resource people; fourth,
the tapes can be made on location some distance from the
school where it might be difficult for the class to go; fifth,
live action can be combined with such supplementary material
18 BenJam1n
· . At enc10,
.
"A n Ent h us1asm
.
to Learn Th roug h
Video," Phi Delta Kappan 68, no. 8 (April 1987): 633.

15
as slides, films, models, graphic displays, sound or letter.
19
1ng.
The production of instructional videotape by educators
for use in their own classrooms is in its infancy.

Given

the relatively modest cost of the necessary equipment, as
educators familiarize themselves with the exciting possibilities afforded by instructional video, more and more will begin
to produce their own videotapes.

In "Videotapes for Teachers

by Teachers," NEA Publications advertises that:
Videotapes of successful teaching practices are now
being developed for classroom teachers EY classroom
teachers. For t~first time, teachers are the producers and directors of, as well as the c~~ef actors 8
in, a series of fast-paced workshops • . .
It follows that educators who produce instructional video
will want to do it well.

Kaplan offers a list of suggestions

for beginning producers.

They should begin by:

1.

Identifying the objectives of the lesson;

2.

Identifying the audience to whom the lesson will be
presented;

3.

Outlining the content of the lesson;

4.

Determining the types of treatment of the content
with an eye toward creating visual interest;

5.

Creating continuity, making sure proper sequence
is observed;

19 non Kaplan, "Producing Instructional Video," Design
for Arts in Education 84, no. 4 (March/April 1983): 41.
2011

videotapes For Teachers By Teachers," NEA Publications
Today's Education 69, no. 3: 89GE.

16
6.

Pacing the lesson by determining how much time each
part should take;

7.

Incorporating reviews which summarize the main points
of the lesson;

8.

Scripting and directing the lesson, remembering that
speaking naturally and comfortably is extremely
important;

9.

Evaluatin~ the lesson to determine if its goals were
achieved. 1

Summary
While instructional television came on the national scene
in the late 1960's, the availability of VCR's and the production of the first instructional videotapes occurred a decade
later.
Biases against regular classroom use of these technological
advances include the fear of encouraging even more widespread
use of an already popular medium, television; many educators
are, in addition, wary of experimenting with the necessary
electronic equipment, and some may actually fear being replaced by the new technology.
The diverse possibilities of using educational video as
a teaching aid are just beginning to be realized in colleges
and universities where telecourses are increasingly a part of
the curriculum.
The cost of providing all the nation's schools with VCR's
monitors, and even production equipment so that k - 12
21 Kaplan, "Producing Instructional Video," 42-43.

17
instructors, like their counterparts in higher education, can
use and even produce instructional video, is relatively small.
The development of instructional video, then, is so new,
and its cost-effective potential is so great, it would seem
likely that the next few years will witness an explosion of
educational videotape.

)

. )

CHAPTER 3
The Procedure of the Project

Organization of Project
It was determined that a presentation of the early
history of Washington in a series of four videotaped segments
could have as a central theme the settling of the area by
the White Man.

Thus, European (then American) exploration

and eventual settlement of Washington is a common link among
all of the videotapes.
The Native American reaction t0 the influx of Whites,
and the eventual clash between the two culture, is also explored in each individual tape and by the series as a whole.
With these themes in mind, it was felt that the careful
organization of the entire project prior to any videotaping
would provide a strong framework of continuity to the historical lessons to be presented.

Thus, each individual videotape

has the same structural configuration, and while the historical eras differ, each tape explores the

themes of White

Settlement and Indian/White Relations.
It was also felt that the videotapes should speak to
Adult High School Completion students as adults.

Thus, while

the historical material presented in the tapes may be found in
any middle school level, high school level, or college level

18

19
Washington State History text, it was determined that care
should be exercised in the mature delivery of that historical
information.

Videotape Format
Opening Segment:

Each tape begins with a five to ten

minute segment filmed in the Highline Community College television studio.

Sometime during that segment, the title of

the videotape with original series theme music backgroun~ is
introduced.

Both on-camera presentors, Margo and Robin Buchan,

appear during this segment, and the structure of the lesson is
given shape; two or three "Focus Questions" -- questions which
are to be answered during the remainder of the videotape
are posed.

The presentors, using a large map of Washington

State, then point out, in sequence, the historical sites to be
visited during the middle portion of the taped lesson.
Middle Segment:

The middle segment of each videotape

is filmed "on location."

The presentors leave the studio,

and taping is resumed en route to, or actually at, the first
of several historical locations described in the opening
segment.

These sites include forts, national monuments, and

places of general historical interest.

(See "Appendix A" for

a full listing.)
The on-site locations are visited by the presentors in
the order described in the opening segment, with special care

20

taken to provide transitions so that students may recognize
when changes in location are occun1.ng.

This field-filmed

middle portion of the tape lasts from ten to fifteen minutes.
Ending Segment:

The final five to ten minute portion of

each tape finds the presentors back in the Highline Community
College television studio.,

The lesson is reviewed, the "Focus

Questions" re-presented, then answered, and finally the students
are reminded of the link between this tape and the themes central
to the series.
music.

The tape ends as it began, with title and theme

Credits are presented at this time.

Worksheets for Videotapes
Worksheets for student use accompany each videotape.
These worksheets include questions, identifications, and
map locations.

(See "Appendix B" for worksheets.)

Editing of Videotapes
By far the most time-consuming and arduous task in the
production of the four videotaped lessons was the editing.
Once all in-studio and on-site videotaping had been completed,
the best filmed fragments, or "takes" of each section were
selected and spliced together in the Highline Community C~llege
editing room.

Videotape editing also involved transferring the

field camera's 1/2 inch tape to the 3/4 inch tape used by the
studio camera; it required balancing relative volumes of

21
takes, and occasionally inserting the audio portion of one
tape into the video portion of another.

Selected historical

photographs were inserted in the middle of some takes, and
Focus Questions were superimposed over others.

All this

required equipment expertise beyond the capabilities of the
series presentors.

Fortunately, Highline Community College

employs a media specialist, Bill Brown, who served as Technical Advisor to the series, and whose editing assistance was
invaluable.

A list of technical equipment used in the pro-

duction of Washington State History:
be found in "Appendix C."

The Early Years IDfaY

CHAPTER IV
Videotape Summary

Videotape #1, "Discovery by Sea"
The videotape begins with a general introduction to the
series.

It describes the coming to the New World of the

first Native Americans, their subsequent isolation from
the rest of the world, and their rediscovery by Columbus who
renames them "Indians."
"History" is defined as "The recorded events of the
past," and individual videotape titles are presented.
The in-studio opening segment introduces three Focus
Questions:
1)

Who were the original explorers from Europe
and America?

2)

What were they looking for?

3)

What did they find?

The on-location middle segment takes the presentors on
a journey from the Puget Sound region west to the Pacific
Coast, then into Grays Harbor and Aberdeen's Historical Sea
Port, and finally to Cape Disappointment :at the mouth of the
Columbia River.

The historical contributions of Sir Francis

Drake, Captain James Cook, and Captain Robert Gray are discussed.
An in-studio ending segment reexamines the Focus Questions
in light of the factual information presented on location.
22
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Videotape #2, "Discovery by Land"
"Discovery by Land' begins with Thomas Jefferson's
Louisiana Purchase; the Lewis and Clark expedition was sent
west by Jefferson to explore and map the new territory.
Three Focus Questions are presented in the opening in-studio
segment:
1)

Who were the explorers?

2)

What was their purpose?

3)

What impact did they have?

The on-location middle segment of

the videotape takes

the presenters to three forts that were significant to early
land exploration of the Pacific Northwest. First, tiny Fort
Clatsop, established by Lewis and Clark in the winter of
1805 on the south side of the mouth of the Columbia River,
is visited; from there the presenters travel to Astoria,
Oregon, and Fort Astoria established in 1811 by John Jacob
Astor; finally, the imposing Fort Vancouver in Vancouver,
Washington, is visited.

The role of John McLaughlin and

the powerful Hudson's Bay company is examined, and the presenters discuss English control of the fur trade in the
Pacific Northwest.
The in-studio ending segment readdresses the Focus
Questions and summarizes the lesson.

The final impact of

discovery by land was American ownership of the Pacific
Northwest.

24

Videotape #3, "The Missionaries"
The in-studio opening segment of "The Missionaries"
introduces three Focus Questions:
1)

Who were the missionaries?

2)

What were their goals?

3)

How well did it work? (How successful were
they in accomplishing their goals?)

General characteristics of missionaries in the mid-1800's are
presented.

Missionaries were invariably young, brave, and

devoutly Christian.

Both men and women were missionaries.

Jason Lee, a Methodist is briefly discussed, and the remainder of the videotape concentrates on Marcus and Narcissa
Whitman, Protestant missionaiies.
The on-location middle segment takes the presentors
to Walla Wall~ Washington, and the Whitman Mission National
Historic Site.

The mission grounds are toured, including

stops at a covered wagon, a tipi, a knoll within the mission
grounds, Alice Clarissa's grave marker, and the mass grave
marker which commemorates the Whitman massacre. The contributions as well as the mistakes of the Whitmans are discussed.
An in-studio ending segment reexamines the Focus Questions,
and concludes that the lifestyles and traditions of the Cayuse
Indians and the Whitmans were so different that the Whitmans
were not, and could not have been, successful as missionaries.
They did,1 however, encourage White settlement of the Northwest.

25
Videotape #4, "Indian Treaties/Indian Wars"
"Indian Treaties/Indian Wars" examines Indian-White
relations as they deteriorate in the 1850's.

A brief

pre-title introduction summarizes that changing relationship through discovery by sea, discovery by land, and
the missionary movement.
The in-studio opening segment of the videotape presents
the Focus Questions of the lesson:
1)

Why were the treaties made?

2)

How successful were those treaties?

The on-location middle segment takes the presenters on
a wide-ranging trip.

The first stop is at the Nisqually

National Wildlife Refuge, the site of the Treaty of Medicine
Creek, negotiated by Isaac Stevens with several coastal tribes
in 1854.

From there, the presenters travel east of the

Cascades to the Yakima Indian Reservation, to the site of
an important blockhouse on the Columbia River, to Fort Simmoe,
and finally, to Celilo Falls/Celilo Lake and The Dalles Dam.
The ending segment reexamines the Focus Questions and
concludes that the Indian treaties of the 1850's were made to
satisfy White concern with legality.

They were not successful

in that Native American relations with the White-dominated
United States Government are still poor~

CHAPTER V
Project Summary, Findings, and Recommendations

Summary
The goal of the project was to produce four videotaped
lessons dealing with Washington State History that could be
used for the enrichment of an Adult High School Completion
program.

The lessons were to be interrelated through the use

of two themes:

White exploration and settlement of Washington,

and Indian/White relations.

The videotapes had to be inde-

pendently viewable by students, since an instructor is not
always available for interpretation.
A review of the literature pertinent to classroom use
and classroom production of videotaped lessons is limited to
the years since 1972, due to the newness of the technology
involved.

It is apparent that while the field is very new,

the potential for instructional enrichment is great.
The procedure of the project followed a pattern which
includes, for each of the four videotapes, an in-studio opening
segment in which Focus Questions are presented; this is followed
by an on-location middle segment, and finally, an ending segment
videotaped back in the studio in which the lesson is reviewed.
Individual videotape titles include "Discovery by Sea,"
"Discovery by Land," "The Missionaries," and "Indian Treaties/
Indian Wars."
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Findings
This project turned out to involve considerably more
time and effort than the producer had expected.

It was

also a lot more fun than anticipated, and the results are
much better than the producer had hoped.
Educators who wish to produce videotaped lessons for
their classrooms need not go to the elaborate editing
lengths that were employed in Washington State History:
The Early Years, however.

It is certainly possible to pro-

duce good, useful lessons with a minimum of technical equipment.

The educational potential of videotaped lessons,

whether edited or not, is vast and professionally exciting.

Recommendations
The following recommendations are primarily for producers who have access to some editing equipment.

Some of

the suggestions, however, may be useful to anyone contemplating the production of videotaped lessons.
1.

While a good lesson plan is essential, flexibility

may be important for on-location sites which have not been
visited before; they may not be exactly what the producer
expects.
2.

In-studio as well as on-location sequences will nor-

mally require several "takes," and will never be perfect.
3.

Artistic and creative shots, while fun and visually

interesting, will not replace a good plan.
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4.

Planning what to wear is important; white does not

videotape well.
5.

While it is important to practice lines, too much

practice detracts from spontaneity and freshness.
6.

Extra videotape should be left between takes.

This

is necessary for editing.
7.
phone.

A good investment is a tripod and a plug-in microNo one can hold a videocamera steady, and sound is

much better when a microphone is used.
8.

Practicing with the videocamera before attempting

to tape a lesson will pay off.
9.

When traveling to a distant on-location site, a

producer should:
a.

test all equipment prior to leaving.

b.

take extra batteries, microphone, microphone clip,
and videotape whenever possible.

c.

provide the audience with on-tape transitions.

d.

when possible, check videotaped material on a
VCR before leaving the distant site.

10.

Since editing the videotape is the most time-consuming

part of the production process, being well organized is essential:

Label takes; label videotapes; know which takes will be

used and in what order they will be used; know where, on each
videotape, each take is.
formation is helpful.

Keeping a written log of this in-
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Axiom:

If anything can go wrong with the technical equipment,
it will.

Axiom:

Allow extra time.

Presentors will look older, fatter, balder etc. than
they want to.

They may also sound funny to themselves.
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APPENDIX A
On-Location Sites Visited (Listed by Videotape)

Videotape #1, "Discovery by Sea"
1.

Pacific. Coast

2.

Grays Harbor (Washington)

3.

Aberdeen's Historical Sea Port (Washington)

4.

Cape Disappointment (Mouth of Columbia River,
Washington)

Videotape #2, "Discovery by Land"
1.

Fort Clatsop (Mouth of Columbia River, South Side,
Oregon)

2.

Fort Astoria (Astoria, Oregon)

3.

Fort Vancouver (Vancouver, Washington)

Videotape #3, "The Missionaries" : Whitman Mission National
Historic Site, (Walla Walla, Washington)
Videotape #4, "Indian Treaties/Indian Wars
1.

Nisqually National Wildlife Refuge (Nisqually Delta,
Washington)

2.

Yakima Indian Reservation (Washington)

3.

Blockhouse Site (Columbia River Passage through
Cascade Mountains, Washington)

4.

Fort Simcoe (Washington)

5.

Celilo Falls/Celilo Lake (Columbia River, Washington)

6.

The Dalles D~m (Washington/Oregon)
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APPENDIX B
Worksheets for Videotapes
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"Discovery by Sea"
Questions

1.

Who discovered the Northwest?
long before the Europeans)

(The Native Americans,

2.

What caused the first people to come to the Northwest?
(The last ice age allowed people to migrate from Asia
across the Bering Strait.)

3.

What is history?

4.

Why did the first Europeans come to the Northwest?
(To search for a Northwest Pa:rnage ' in order to get to i
Asia)

5.

Is there a Northwest Passage?

(The recorded events of the past)

(No)

-orWhere is the Northwest Passage?
doesn't exist)

(Nowhere, because it

6.

Why was the "New World" considered a barrier? (It stood
in the way of European traders who wanted to reach Asia)

7.

What was Sir Francis Drake looking fort
Passage)

8.

Why was Sir Francis Drake important to Northwest history?'
(He kept alive the idea of a Northwest Passage)

9.

What was Captain Cook looking for?
(He wanted to either
find the Northwest Passage, or put the idea to rest)

(The Northwest

10.

What did Captain Cook find?

(Sea otters)

11.

Why were sea otters nearly made extinct? (They were
easy to kill, and their pelts were extremely valuable)

12.

Why was Captain Cook important to Northwest history?
(He began the Maritime Fur Trade)

13.

Where was the proposed market for sea otter pelts?
(Asia)

14.

What was Captain Gray looking for?
looking for sea otter pelts)

(He was a trader,
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"Discovery by Sea"
Questions, cont.

15.

What did Captain Gray find?
River)

16.

Why was Captain Gray important to Northwest history?
(He claimed all the land drained by the Columbia River
for the United States)

17.

What is Cape Disappointment?
of the Columbia River)

18.

Why did it take explorers so long to find the mouth
of the Columbia River? (It looks like the mouth of
a large bay)

19.

What country did Sir Frances Drake represent? (England)
Captain Cook? (England)
Captain Gray? (United States)

20.

Place the following in chronological order:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

(The mouth of the Columbia

(The north tip of the mouth

(As given)

Native Americans enter the New World.
Columbus '~iscovers" America.
Sir Francis Drake sails up the Pacific Coast,
Captain Cook discovers ~ea obters~ and btgins the
Maritime Fur Trade,
Captain Gray discovers the mouth of the Columbia
River~
Discovery by sea ends,

21.

How might Northwest history be different if a Northwest
Passage had been found? (Thought question)

22.

What if Captain Cook had discovered the mouth of the
Columbia River? Why and how might that have changed
Northwest History? (Thought question)
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"Discovery by Sea"
Identifications

1.

Northwest Passage

2.

Sir Francis Drake

3.

Captain James Cook

4.

Captain Robert Gray

5.

Mari time Fur Trade ,

6.

Sea Otter

7.

!:ady ~ashington

8.

Columbia River

9.

Cape Disappointment
Map Locations

1.

Pacific Coast

2.

Puget Sound

3.

Grays Harpor

4.

Aberdeen

5.

Mouth of the Columbia River

6.

Cape Disappointment
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"Discovery by Land"
Questions

1.

What were two major contributions of Thomas Jefferson
regarding the Northwest? (He made the Louisiana Purchase;
he sent out the Lewis and Clark expedition)

2.

What were Lewis and Clark supposed to do on their expedition? (They were to map and explore the Louisiana
Purchase, the Missouri. River, then the Columbia River to
the Pacific Ocean)

3.

What impact did Lewis and Clark and their expedition have?
(They caused Americans to think the Northwest belonged to
the United States; they caused settlers to move west;
their reports of beaver, and Indians willing to trade,
inspired the beaver fur trade)

4.

Why was Sacajawea important to the expedition? (She was
a good interpreter and trail finder; she was cheerful;
her presence made Indian tribes aware that the Lewis and
Clark expedition was not a war party)

5.

What is the oldest American settlement west of the Mississippi
River? (Astoria)

6.

What was John Jacob Astor's purpose in the Northwest? (He
wanted to build an American fur trading post that would
compete with English traders)

7.

Why did the "Astorian Venture" fail? (The planners hadn't
the necessary experience to make it work)

8.

What impact did Fort Astoria have? (It gave the United
States its first recognized claim to an area in the Northwest)

9.

What was the purpose of John McLaughlin and Fort Vancouver?
(To control all fur trapping and trading in the Northwest)

10.

Why was it successful? (Mcloughlin was an excellent manager, and the fort concerned itself only with trapping and
trading)

11.

What impact did Fort Vancouver have? (Since it was only
involved in trade, when the beaver fur hat went out of style,
the fort no longer had a reason for being; pressure from
American settlers caused the English to leave.
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"Discovery by Land"
Questions, cont.

12.

Place the following in chronological order:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

(As given)

Exploration by sea ends,
Thomas Jefferson makes the Louisiana Furchase.
The Lewis and Clark expedition to the Pacific
Ocean is undertaken.
John Jacob Astor builds Fort Astoria.
The Hudson's Bay Company dominates fur trade in
the Northwest,
The Hudson's Bay Company leaves the Northwest to
the Americans,

13.

If the beaver fur hats had not gone out of style, how
might Northwest history have been affected? (Thought
question)

14.

Suppose the Hudson's Bay Company and England had refused
to turn Fort Vancouver over to the United States. What
might have happened? (Thought question)

15.

Only one person died on the Lewis and Clark expedition.
He died of a ruptured appendix. Why might that person
have died even if he had remained in St. Louis? {Thought
question)
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"Discovery by Land"
Identifications

1.

Beaver fur hats

2.

Louisiana Purchase

3.

Thomas Jefferson

4.

Lewis and Clark

5.

Sacajawea

6.

John Jacob Astor

7.

John McLaughlin

8.

Hudson's Bay Company

Map Locations

1.

Snake River

2.

Columbia River

3.

Fort Clatsop

4.

Fort Astoria

5.

Fort Vancouver
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"The Missionaries"
Questions

1.

List some general characteristics of missionaries in the
1800's:
(Young, men and women, brave, Christian)

2.

What was the "Flathead Delegation?" (A newspaper reported
that Indians sent a delegation to St. Louis to request
missionaries for the Northwest)

3.

What is a "mission?" (The place where missionaries carry
on their religious work)

4.

Why did John McLaughlin send Jason Lee south of the
Columbia? (He wanted to protect his area from American
settlement)

5.

Why wasn't Jason Lee successful in converting Indians
to Christianity? (There weren't many Indians around)

6.

What was the most important thing about the Methodist
missions in the Willamette Valley? (The missions became
cities)

7.

How did people become doctors in the 1820's?
apprenticed themselves to doctors)

8.

What was Marcus Whitman's original purpose in estabruishing
his mission? (He wanted to convert the Indians to
Christianity)

9.

What did the Whitmans try to get the Indians to do that
the Cayuse didn't like or didn't understand? (Develop
gardens, establish permanent homes, wear missionary
clothing etc.)

(They

10.

Why did the Cayuse increasingly view the Whitmans with
distrust?
(The Whitmans tried to change their way of
life)

11.

Why did so many Cayuse Indians die in the mid 1800ts?
(They had no natural immunities to the White Man's
diseases)

12.

What does "nomadic" mean?
without a permanent home)

13.

What finally happened to Marcus and Narcissa Whitman?
(They were killed by the Cayuse Indians)

(Constantly moving about;
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"The Missionaries"
Questions, cont.

15.

What happened to the fifty hostages the Cayuse took
off into the Blue Mountains? (They were ransomed for
blankets, food and tobacco)

16.

Why did five Cayuse eventually surrender to the authorities? (To save the other members of the tribe from
further persecution)

17.

Place the following in chronological order:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

(As given)

"Flathead Delegation" is reported to request missionaries for the Northwest.
Jason Eee establishes a mission in the Willamette
Valley.
Marcus and Narcissa Whitman establish a mission near
Walla Walla.
Half the Cayuse tribe dies of disease.
The Whitmans are murdered.
Five Cayuse Indians are executed.

18.

If you could have given the Whitmans some advice about
their work as missionaries, what might you have said?
(Thought question)

19.

Did any good come out of the missionary movement?
so, what? (Thought question)

20.

The missionaries of the 1830's were Christian. Why do
you suppose there were no Jewish~ Moslem, Buddhist etc.
missionaries? (Thought question)

21.

List some differences in the life-style between the
missionaries and the Native Americans in the mid-1800's:
(Thought question -- lots of possibilities)

If
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"The Missionaries"
Identifications

1.

Jason Lee

2.

Marcus Whitman

3.

Narcissa Whitman

4.

Alice Clarissa Whitman

5.

Cayuse Indians

6.

Cayuse War

7.

Flathead Delegation

Map Locations

1.

Willamette Valley (Oregon)

2.

Snoqualmie Pass

3.

Walla Walla

4.

Whitman Mission

5.

Blue Mountains

6.

Columbia River
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"Indian Treaties/Indian Wars"
Questions

1.

What was the major reason for Whites to be in the Pacific
Northwest in the 1850's? (Settlement)

2.

In 1850 were there more Indians or Whites living in the
Pacific Northwest? (Indians)

3.

How did Whites and Indians differ on the idea of ownership
of land? (Indians had no concept of land ownership;
Whites did)

4.

Why did the United States Government feel uneasy about
giving away land under the Oregon Donation Land Act of
1850? (The government felt the land belonged to the
Indians, and would have to be acquired from them first)

5.

Why was Isaac Stevens sent west by President Pierce in
the 1850's? (To negotiate treaties with the Indians of
the Pacific Northwest)

6.

What was the significance of the Treaty of Medicine Creek?
(It was the first treaty negotiated by Stevens with Indians
west of the Cascade Mountains)

7.

Was life easy or difficult for the Coastal Indians before
1855? Why? (Easy, because food was so easy to obtain)

8.

What did Stevens promise the Interior, or Plateau Indians
if they would sign his treaties? (That they would never
be bothered by Whites again)

9.

Chief Kamiakin of the Yakima Nation felt the treaties had
been violated. Why? (Almost immediately, prospectors
began to go right through his lands as they headed for the
gold fields near Colville)

10.

What was Chief Kamiakin's strategy to win the Yakima War?
(He wanted to conquer an important blockhouse on the
Columbia River, thereby keeping Whites out of the Interior)

11.

Why can we no longer find the scene of the most important
battle of the Yakima War? (The site is buried under water
backed up by the Columbia River dams)

12.

Why wouldn't Indian wars waged in the Pacific Northwest
after the 1850's be as important as the Yakima War? (White
settlers became too numerous, White technology impvoved,
no Indian leaders could take the place of Kamiakin, etc.)
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"Indian Treaties/Indian Wars"
Questions, cont.

13.

Why was Fort Simcoe built? (To protect White settlers
moving into the Pacific Northwest)

14.

How does Fort Simcoe differ, physically, from most other
Northwest forts?
(It has no stockade)

15.

Why was moving to a reservation more difficult for Plateau
Indians than for Coastal Indians? (Coastal Indians were
sedentary; Plateau Indians were used to moving around a
great deal)

16.

Why was Celilo Falls important to Native Americans? (It
was the site of the most important Indian fishery on the
Columbia River)

17.

Where are Celilo Falls now?
feet of water)

18.

What caused Celilo Falls to flood?

19.

Place the following in chronological order:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

(Buried beneath hundreds of
(The Dalles Dam)
(As given)

The Whitmans are massacred.
The Oregon Donation Land Act is passed.
Isaac Stevens · negotiates the Treaty of Medicine Creek.
The Yakima War begins.
Fort Simcoe is built.
Celilo Falls is flooded.

20.

How successful were the treaties conducted by Isaac Stevens?
(Thought question)

21.

Discuss some differences in life-style between Coastal
Indians and Interior, or Plateau Indians in 1850.
(Thought question)

22.

How did geography help to determine differences between
Coastal and Interior Indian cultures? (Thought question)

23.

Should the dams, including The Dalles Dam, have been built
along the Columbia River? Why or why not?
(Thought
question)

APPENDIX C
List of Technical Equipment Used

1.

BVU-800 Sony U-matic recorders

2.

Shintron SOS video typewriter

3.

Central Dynamics video production switcher

4.

Tapco audio mixer

5.

Panasonic WV-890 video camera

6.

Ikegami ITC-730A video ,.camera

7.

Sony DXC-3000 video camera

8.

Laird 5050 light control

9.

Kodak Ektagraphic 35 mm slide projectors

10.

Sony ECM-50PSW mi~cophones

11.

Electro-Voice 647A microphones

12.

Colortran lights

13.

Panasonic AFX-8 vhs camcorder
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